Covenant University

...Raising A New Generation Of Leaders

- Serene, safe, secure, pleasant and empowering ICT driven teaching and learning environment at Covenant University (CU)
- Well-stocked libraries and laboratories, unrestricted access to the Internet for study and research purposes.
- The Overall Best University in Nigeria and West Africa and number 15 in Africa on Webometrics Ranking (February 2015)
- Ranked No 1 in Web of Repositories in Nigeria and West Africa (2015)
- The University with the highest listing of leading Nigerian scientists. CU produced 78 out of the first 500 Nigerian Scientists listed by Cybermetrics.
- First Class graduates of the University emerged tops in the Presidential Special Scholarship Scheme for Innovation and Development (PRESSID) 2015, 2014 & 2013
- The First University in Nigeria to host three Nobel Prize Winners to International Conferences (2014-2015)
- Best Vice Chancellor of Private University in Nigeria (2014).
- The Centenary ICT Driven University of the Year (2014).
- Best Performing Higher Institution of the Year Award 2013
- The Best Maintained Educational Institution Award by the Nigerian Chapter of International Facility Management Association (2012).
- The Best ICT Driven University in West Africa Award (2010).
- Major hub for hosting Fulbright Scholars from the US: CU is the only Private University in this category in Nigeria
- Robust International Linkages with top-ranked global Institutions
- Joint supervision and internship abroad
- All Students have at least 2 international ICT certifications at graduation
- The first University in Nigeria and one of the very few in Africa to start training SAP Consultants in collaboration with SAP University Alliances and SAP Education
- The only University in Nigeria and one of the very few in Africa with both the Autodesk Authorised Training and Certification Centre
- Exemplary Graduates that continue to excel in Industry and Business
- First University in Nigeria to host the Launch of the UN Global Report (2011 & 2014)
- Commitment to developing the Total man, Spirit, Soul and Body, with custom-built programmes to achieve this objective
- We set the pace for others: Entrepreneurial Development Studies, Dress Code, high level of discipline and high quality education
- Unbelievably moderate school fees (comparatively)
- We are truly and doggedly committed to Raising A New Generation of Leaders